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a manifold with boundary. In this case, a weak harmonic map is by definition a solution to a
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1 Introduction
In this paper we shall concentrate our attention on harmonic maps

u : M - > C

between Riemannian manifolds. Our main interest is referred to target
manifolds C with boundary.

Our assumptions on the manifolds M and C will be listed in the next
section. To fix ideas, we can assume that M is a compact Riemannian man-
ifold without boundary, and that C is a compact Riemannian submanifold
of the Euclidean space R*.

In the "smooth" case (namely, when dC is empty or it is strictly convex),
the theory of harmonic maps has been developed by many Authors. The
two Reports by J. Eetls mid L. Lemaire (see [7] and [6]) are an exhaustive
survey on the results achieved in this context. The case when C has strictly
convex boundary was considered in [12].

In contrast with the smooth case, not much is known when the target
manifold C has boundary. In case dimM — 1, which corresponds to the case
of dosed geodesies in C, some multiplicity results were proved by Marino
and Scolozzi in [16] and by Canino in [2]. A multiplicity result can be
found in [IS] and in [18] in case M is the unit two-sphere and C is a three
dimensional manifold (namely, C = R3\fl, where (1 is a bounded open set
in R s). Finally, some regularity results for energy minimizing harmonic
maps are available in the literature; we refer to the more recent papers by
Duzaar [6] and Fuchs [11] (see also the Reference* there in).

As there are only a few papers on the "non-smooth" case containing
specialised results, and since a complete treatment of this subject is not
available in the literature, we start with some preliminary remarks. With
respect to the smooth case, we have to modify the definition of weak har-
monic map, since the boundary of the target manifold C acts as a unilateral
constraint. From this viewpoint, the notions and the tools of non-smooth
Analysis look to be quite natural for a general treatment of the problem un-
der consideration. In particular, our definition of harmonic map makes use
of some notions which were introduced by De Giorgi, Marino and Tosques
in |5|.
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A weak harmonic map is by definition a "stationary point from below"
for the energy integral E(u) (see Section 2) on the class

s ) e C for a.e. x € C},

that is, a map u of class Hl{M, C) is said to be harmonic if

l i m i n f
(

The above definition extends the usual definition of harmonic map in
case C has empty boundary. From (1.1) we can see for example that every
local minimum for the energy integral on the constraint H1{M, C) is a weak
harmonic map.

In Section 2 we investigate the general properties of solutions to (1.1)
in order to obtain a geometrical characterization of weak harmonic maps.
Denoting by AM the Lap late-Beltrami operator on M, we prove that a
map u is weakly harmonic if and only if AMU is normal to the manifold C
in some weak (distributional) sense.

The possibility to look at harmonic maps both from a variational and
a geometrical point of view is a useful tool in Beveral circumstances. As a
first application we compute the Euler-Lagrange equations for the energy
integral on the constraint Hl[M,C) (see Section 3), that is we characterize
weak harmonic maps as to be distributional solutions to a system of elliptic
partial differential equations. The result we achieve here extends a theorem
proved by Duzaar in [6] for energy minimizing weak harmonic maps,

In Section 4 we attack a problem which was first proposed by Eella and
Sampson in their celebrated paper [9]: given a smooth map u0 : M —» C,
can u0 be deformed into a harmonic map u,,, : M —* C 7

In [9] it is proved that this problem has a positive answer in case C
has empty boundary and non positive sectional curvature. Their result is
obtained by proving that the evolution problem

(1.2) d,u- Awu + A(u){Du,Du) = 0 on R+ x M

(1.3) u(0,.) = uQ on M

has a global regular solution u : R+ x M -* C and u(-,<) subconverges to a
smooth harmonic map uw : M -* C as t -» oo. Here A(u) : TUC x TUC -*
T^C is the second fundamental form of the embedding of C into R* at u.
The restriction on the curvature of C is in general necessary (compare with
[10]) to prevent the phenomenon of "separation of spheres". In the general
case we may investigate the existence of weak solutions to (1.2) - (1.3). The
more complete results in this context are due to Struwe [20] for the case
dimM = 2 and to Chen-Struwe [4] for the higher dimensional case.

We follow here the approximation argument used in [3] and in [4] in
order to extend the existence and partial regularity results by Chen and
Struwe to the case of target manifolds with boundary. The main Theorem
is stated in Section 4.

The authors would like to express their gratitude to J. Eells and A. Ver-
jovsky for the encouragement and the valuable suggestions on this subject.

2 Weak harmonic maps
2.1 Notation and preliminaries

Let k > 1 be an integer. If u, v are two points in the Euclidean space R*
we denote by u • v their scalar product. We shall denote by |u| = (u • u)1 / !

the norm in R*. If Ei,Et are two subsets of R*, we define

We denote by xs the characteristic function of a set E in R*, that is,
X«(u) = 1 if « 6 E, XB{U) = 0 otherwise in R*.

Let {M,g) be a Riemannian manifold of finite dimension m. We as-
sume that M is compact and with empty boundary. We shall use standard
notation for the spaces V(M,'Rt), Wlr{M,Kk). In case p = 2 we simply
write H1 instead of W u , and we denote by || • || the norm in H1. Let
ff-'fAf.R*) be the dual space of Hl(M,TLk). We shall denote by (-, •) the
duality product on H~l x fl". If C is any subset of R* we set

for a.t. z€M}.



Let u be a map in iJ'JJW.R*). In local coordinates xu ...,xm on Af we
define

where (ga%fi) is the inverse matrix of (ga,a)< and

dM - yjdet a dx.

The energy of the map u is by definition

Let C be a closed subset of R*. We shall say that a map u € HX{M, C)
is weakly harmonic if u is stationary from below for the energy integral on
Hl{M,C), that is:

(2.1)
u is harmonic

EM - E(u)
liminf —r. 7.— > 0.

e/f'(Mc) || u u ||

Definition (2.1) can be rewritten in an equivalent way by using the
concept of sub differential arising from non-smooth Analysis: setting

liminf
- E(u) - (a,v ~ u)

|| 17 1* |f

we see that a map u e Hl(M, C) is weakly harmonic iff

(2.2) 0 £ d~E{u).

In this paper we shall restrict our attention to the case when C is a
smooth manifold with boundary. More precisely, we assume that C is the
closure of an open subset of a supporting Riemannian manifold S which
is isometrkally embedded into R*. We require that S is (topologically)
closed, and

(2.3) d(C,dS)

The manifolds dC, S are supposed to be smooth (of class Cs). We also
need some bound on the geometry of C. Let us denote by Tils and by Yl.dc

the nearest point projections on S, dC respectively. The projection Rac l3

of class C1 in a neighborhood of dC and by assumption (2.3) the projection
n$ is of class C1 in a uniform neighborhood of C. We shall assume:

(2.4) there exists a uniform open neighborhood Uc of C in R* such that
the map Ug : Uc —> $ ^<"> bounded first and second order derivatives.

(2.5) there exists a uniform open neighborhood Use of dC in R ' such
that the map Use • Use —* &C has bounded first and second order deriva-
tives.

The above hypotheses are satisfied in some interesting cases, as for ex-
ample when C is a compact submanifold (with boundary) of R* or when C
is the complement of an open and bounded set in R* with smooth boundary.

We denote by TUS, TadC the tangent spaces to S and to dC respec-
tively. We denote by A the second fundamental form of the embedding of
S into R* and by b the second fundamental form of dC relative to S. By
assumptions (2.4) and (2.5) the maps A and b are continuous on Uc n $
and dC respectively, and

sup sup j6(u)| < 00.
eac

< 00

We denote by w(-) an inner normal vectorfield to C relative to S with
u 6 Cx{dC,5*"1) and with bounded first order derivatives (compare with
assumption (2.5)).

For u in a suitably small neighborhood of C (also denoted by Uc), we
set

nc(u) =
if ns(«) € c

) otherwise.

Notice that lie is the nearest point projection of Uc into C. By the
assumptions (2.4) and (2.5), it results that I l c : l i e - t C is (globally)



Lipschitz continuous on Uc- Consequently, by standard results on Sobolev
spaces (see for example [17]) we have that

ILjow €H\M,C) for every v}£H*{M,Uc)

and moreover, in local coordinates Xit...,xn on M, w e get

—~(n c o tu) = dns(w) • —u> a.e. on {x \ nc{w(x)) = ns(w(x))}

and

-—(Uc
OXa

= dJlijc(w) • -—u; a.e. on {x
OXa

(see for example [13], Lemma A.4).

2.2 Harmonic mappings and normal vector fields

Let u be a point in C. The tangent cone to C at u is defined by:

[ T»S if u € C\dC

1 {T e TUS\T • w(u) > 0} if u € aC.

In Lemma A.I (Appendix A) we shall give some equivalent definitions
of tangent cone. In particular, it turns out that TUC coincides with the
contingent cone introduced by Bouligand at the beginning of this century,
and it coincides with Clarke's tangent cone (see for example [l|).

The normal tone to C at u € C is by definition the negative polar cone
to TUC, that is

| a • T < 0 V T £ TUC}.

if ueC\dC

a • u[u) < 0} if « <

It is straightforward to show that

f T^S

Let u be a map of class HX[M,C). We shall say that a map r
^Af.R*) is an H1 tangential vector field (TVF) to C along u if

T(I ) € for a.e. x e M.

Let o be a map in the duai apace ff-'(A/,R*) of H'(M,R*). We shall
say that a is an H'1 normal vector field (NVF) to C along u if

(2.6) {er,r) < 0 for every TVF to C along u.

We point out that the appellative "H~l normal vectorfield" gives only an
intuitive description of a distribution a € H~1(M,Kk) satisfying (2.6).
Our definition is justified by the fact that in case c is represented by an Z,1

function on M, condition (2.6) is equivalent to:

a{x) £ for a.e. x £ M.

Normal vectorfields have a variational characterization. For u e Hl(M, Rk)
we set

Io(u) =
o if ueff'(M,c)

+oo otherwise.

The functional Ic is the indicatrix function of the constraint H 1{M, C) in
the space ff'fM.B.'). Let w be a map in HX(M,C); the sub differential of
Ic at the point u G C is defined by:

a-/c(u) = {ffe^-1(M,R*) | limsup / "
(. ( , } || V - U ||

It is not difficult to show that

d~E{u} = -A M u + 3~/c(u) for every u€H*{M,C),

and hence we get that tt ia weakly harmonic iff

(2-7) AMu 6 a-Jc(u).

In Appendix A (see Proposition A.S), we shall prove that



fl-/c(u) = ( ( ;6 f l " 1 (M,K' ) | a is a NVF to C along u}

and hence from (2.T) we obtain the following result.

Corollary 2.1: Let u € H\M,C). Then u is weakly karmonic if and
only if Ajvfu is an H~l normal vtctorfield to C along u.

This result will be the fundamental step for the computation of the
Euler- Lagrange equations for the energy integral on -ff^Af, C), and it will
be used also in the choice of the approximating evolution equations for
harmonic maps.

Remark 2.2 : Assume that the manifold C has empty boundary. Then
the projection Uc is smooth in a uniform neighborhood of C, and hence
for every <j> e Cn{M,Rk) the map t ~* n<*(u + t<t>) (for \t\ small) is a dif-
ferentiable curve in Hl(M,C). Classically, a map u £ ^(M.C) is said to
be harmonic iff

(2-8)

(see for example [8] and [19]). On the other hand, it can be easily proved
that (2.8) is equivalent to:

The same arguments which lead to the proof of Corollary 2.1 can be used
in order to show that (2.8) is equivalent to

E u) -

v - u

and to: 0 € d~E(u). a

Remark 2.3 : Let us briefly consider the Dirichlet's problem for weak
harmonic maps in case dM a not empty. In this case, we denote by
H~1 (M, R*) the space of continuous linear forms on HQ (M, R*). For every
fixed function g € Hl(M,C), we denote by # (

l(M,C) the space of maps
u € H*{M,C) such that u-g vanishes on dM, A map to e H](M, C) has
to be said weakly harmonic iff u \s stationary from below for the energy
integral on H\{M,C), that is:

liminf —)r+ Jpi > 0.
«J(MO) |j || ~

This definition can be rewritten in terms of subdifferentials, and a result
similar to Corollary 2.1 can be proved. D

3 The Euler-Lagrange equations
Weak harmonic maps u:M~*C are solutions to the differential inclusion

(3.1) 0 £ d-E(n),

which by Corollary 2.1 is equivalent to

(3.2) A*fU '•» on H~l normal vector field to C along u.

The equivalence between (3.1) and (3.2) allows us to compute the Euler-
Lagrange equations for the energy integral on Hl{M,C). In other words,
under the assumptions on C in Section 2, we can characterize harmonic
maps as to be solutions of a differential equation.

Theorem S.I: Let tt £ Hl(M,C). Then u is a weak harmonic map if
and only if then exiiti a Radon measure X on \f with

(3.3)

and such that

0 < dX <



(3.4)
, * ) + / A{u)(DutDu)-*dM = I t

As in Duzaar [6] (compare with Corollary 2.9), it can be proved that
for a sufficiently regular harmonic map u it results

dX = xu-KaC){-b{u){Du,Dv))dM.

Let us notice that (3.3) implies

-b(u){Du,Du) > 0 a.e. on ^

As it was already observed by Duzaar in [8], this inequality can be seen
as a concavity condition on C in points where the image of u "essentially"
touches the boundary of C.

We note that hypothesis (2.4) implies that dns(u(-)}*(-) 6
for every * e £ w nff l (A/ ,R*) , and dXls(u(x))*(z) is tangent to S at u(x)
for almost every x 6 M. In addition, we recall that A(t*)(r,r') £ T^S for
every u € C and for every r, r1 € TUS. Using this remark it can be easily
proved that (3.4) is equivalent to:

(3.5)

for every <f> € L°° n H1 (Af,R*) € TU5.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let u € Hl(M,C) be a solution to (3.4) -
(3.3), and let r £ ff '(A/,R') be a TVF to C along u. For every real number
R > 0 we define

10

»7(3.6)

Direct computations and Lebesgue's Theorem easily show that TR —• T in
H1 as fi - • +oo. Since f j £ l ° n H1 and T R ( I ) € ru ( l )C C Tu(.)5 for a.e.
i € A/, we can use TR as a test function in (3.5) (which is equivalent to
(3.4)) to get

• TRdX.

Since A is a positive measure by (3.3), from the definition of tangent cone
to C we infer that (AMu, J-JI} < 0 for every R > 0. Passing to the limit as
R —» oo we finally get (AjkfU, r) < 0, and since r is an arbitrary tangential
vectorfield to C along u, this implies that AM-U solves (3.2), i.e. u is weakly
harmonic.

Corollary 2.1 plays a crucial role also in the proof of the converse. Our
arguments are reminiscent of those used by Duzaar for the proof of Theorem
2.4 in [6],

Let u e H1 (M, C) be a weak harmonic map. Assume that <j> e HX(M, R*)
is a tangential vectorfield to S along v with ij> — 0 almost everywhere on
u - 1(3C). Then it is clear that both <j> and -<j> are tangent to C along
u (since ± ^ • w(u) = 0 on u~ l(9C)), and hence Corollary 2.1 gives us

) < 0 , that is

(3.7) (AMU,4>}=0

for every ^ €-ff1 (A/,R*) : 4> e TU5 end ^ = 0 on u~x[dC).

In the following we shall prove the existence of a bounded vectorfield
T € Cl(S C\ MC,R*) having bounded derivatives, and such that

(3.8) T(Z) € T,S for every z€ SnUc,

(3.9) T(Z) = w(z) for every z £ dC.

Notice that (3.8) and (3.9) imply

T(W) £ T,C for every z&C.
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This remark, jointly with well-known composition theorems in Sobolev
spaces (see for example [17]) guarantees that rou is an L"'nH1(M,Kk) tan-
gential vectorfield to C along u. Since u is weakly harmonic, by Corollary
2.1 we infer that

Consequently, there exists a unique positive Radon measure X on M such
that

d\ Vr, 6
( 3 1 0 )

Let us notice that (3.7) implies

x c u-l{ac).

Moreover, using again (3.7), it is easy to prove that the measure X is inde-
pendent on the choice of the vectorfield r, that is, it only depends on the
map u and on the manifolds S and dC.

In order to prove the estimate:

we argue as in [6j (proof of Lemma 2.2). We fix a map $ E C°°(R) with
0 < 0(a) < 1, *'(«) < 0, «(s) = 1 if a < i and 8(4) = 0 if « > 1, and we set

*•(*) =
d[z,dC) if

-d(z,dC) if S\C.

Since 9C is smooth, the map p is smooth in a neighborhood of dC. More-
over, by assumption (2.5), it is bounded and it has bounded derivatives in
a uniform neighborhood of dC, and

(3.11) Vp{z)^u[z) for zedC.

Here Vp denotes the gradient of p as a map defined on 5 , that is Vp{z) €
T.S and Vp(«) T = dp(z)r for every r e T.S. For every e > 0 small enough
we set

12

T

I 0 otherwise.

Notice that for c small enough the map r, is well defined in a neighborhood
of dC in 5, it is of class L°° n C1, it has bounded derivatives and it satisfies
(3.8). In addition, it satisfies (3.9) by (3.11). Consequently, we can take
T = T. in (3.10) to get

Ve>0, Vi, G C~{Af).

We recall that the Radon measure A does not depend on £. For a positive
test function rj with support in a coordinate chart for M we get

( 3 1 2 )

Here we have used the fact that rjJ'(^) < 0 on M, which gives:

We observe that M S - » O ,

(3.13) * ( ^ p ^ ) - Xu-'(ac) weal

and

oxf dx/ dxp

by (3.11). On the other hand, we can use:

13
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J^- e TudC a.e. on u"^

to get w(u) • j£-u = 0 a.e. on u~1(dC), and thus we obtain

(3.14)

by definition of the second fundamental form 6. Finally, (3.12), (3.13) and
(3.14) yield in the limit

f r)d\< [ v[-b(u)(Du,Du))dM V r, € C°°(M), r) > 0
JM Ju-'(SC)

which completes the proof of (3.3).
Using (3.3) and a density argument, from (3.10) we easily obtain

(3.15) = j ^ r,dX n Hl{M)

(recall that \ does not depend on the extension r of w). Let us now fix
a tangential vectorfield <j> to S along u with 4> £ L°° n H*(M,Rk). Since
r(u) -<t>eLT\ ^(M), from (3.15) we get

On the other hand it is clear that both the maps ±[<j> - (r(u) • ^)r(u)]
are tangential vectorfields to C along u (because they are orthogonal to
r(u) =w(u) on u-1(dC)), and hence ±{-A M M,^-(r (u) '^)J- (U)) >0«ince
u is weakly harmonic. This shows that

{-AMu, *) = ( - A y i , (r(u) • *)r(

and concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

U

D

4 On the heat flow method

Let u0 : M -v C be a map of class WJ"(M,R*) for every p e [1, +oo). In
this section we study the evolution problem

(4.1)

(4.2)

)e3"£( i i ( ! , i ) ) on R+ x M

u(0,-) =«io on M,

where d~ E(it) is the subdifferential of the energy integral on the constraint
Hl(M,C) (see Section 2.1).

In order to introduce a suitable notion of weak solution to the differential
inclusion (4.1), we observe that it is formally equivalent to:

[see Section 2.2). Our notion of solution to (4.1) is based on the geometrical
characterization of d~/<?(u) given by Proposition A.5.

Definition 4.1 : A map u : R+ x M —* C is said to be a global weak
solution to (4-l)-(4-8) if the following conditions are satisfied:

(4.3) dtu e L'(R+ x M), u, Vu e L<B(R+,L1(A/))>

(4.4) ti(0, •)=u [ ) m the sense of traces.

L
for every testing function 4> with compact support in R+ x M, and such that

4> G ffl(R+ x M,R*), 4>[t,x) G TU^)C a.e. on R+ x M.

Remark 4.2: As in Theorem 3.1, we can characterize global weak
solutions to (4.1) as solutions of a differential equation. Let u : R+ xM —> C
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be a map satisfying (4.3). Then u is a global weak solution to (4.1) if and
only if there exists a Borel measure X on R + x M, with

0 < d\

and such that

f (a,u • * + gafi-^~ • -r— + A(u)(r>u,Uu) • Q)dMdt
JR+xAf 0Xa 0X0

= / u(u)*(iA, V*eiwnff1[R+xAf,R t) uiitfe compact support.

We shall adopt the techniques in [4] to cover the case dC ^ 0. In [4]
the existence and the partial regularity of weak solutions to (4.1)-(4.2) are
obtained by the penalty approximation which is used in |3] for the case
C = Sn, and e— regularity, the fundamental step which can be found in
[21].

Similarly to the case dC = 0, what we essentially do is to approxi-
mate the differential inclusion (4.1) by a sequence of parabolic differential
equations.

In order to define the approximating problems we fix a smooth, non-
decreasing function r\ such that t\{s\ = a for s < 6* and rj(«) = 26* for
$ > 467. By our assumptions on C, the function d[-,Cy has Lipschitz con-
tinuous first order derivatives in a neighborhood of C. Then, if S is small
enough, the function u -> ti(d(u,C)3) is of class CU(R.') and

<?)») = V(rf(w, £?)*)(»-n cu)

if d(u,C) < 26. For k = 1,2,..., we define the functional

(u) = /ek(u)dM,

where

16

and we consider the heat flow

k-?- ^(<f(u, C)2) = 0, on R+ x M

with initial data (4.2).
By using Galerkin's method, for every k we obtain the existence of a

solution ti* to (4.8)-(4.2) satisfying

dtu
k e L»(R+ x M), V ^ e L - o t R + .

From the last inclusion we get also

and hence, by Sobolev embedding theorem, and using the a-priori estimates
for linear parabolic equations (see [14), Chapter 3), we infer that

(4.9) u», V V . a . u * e Llc(R+ x M),

for any p £ |l ,+oo).
In order to pass to the limit as k —> oo, we first point out the following

"energy estimate" (set [4], Lemma 2.1).

Lemma 4.8: Ltt uo £

f \d,uk\*dMdt

). Then

= E(ua).

Fi-om Lemma 4.3 we infer that there exist a subsequence of (u*)t (still
denoted by u*), and a measurable function u denned a.e. on R+ x M, such
that

weakly* in Leo{Ri.,L
i(M)),

17
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dtu* -> d,u weakly in i*(R+ x M), u* ->u toeafcjy in fl/M(R+ x Af).

Hence, we first get that u* —» u a.e. on R+ x M and u satisfies (4.3) and
the initial conditions (4.2). In addition, we get that

<i(u*,C)-0 in LJ^R+xAf) ,

and thus we can deduce

u € C a.e. on R+ x M.

The choice of the approximating evolution equations is based on the
following two Propositions, which will lead to our main Theorem.

Proposition 4.4: let Q be an open subset of R+ x M. If for a subst-
que.nct (u*)* we have that

(4.10)

(4.11)

then
(4.12)

(4.13) _(dt _

ej(u') is bounded in LJ^(Q),

kd{uk,C) is bounded in £,'„(<?),

for a.e. {t,x)€Q.

Proof : From (4.10) we know that there exists a subsequence u* such
that as k —> oo

(4.14)

weakly* in

Moreover, from (4.6), (4.8) and (4.11) we find that (d, - Aw)u* is
bounded in L\tx(Q), and hence also £<u* and V*«* are. Therefore

(4.15) ( a ( _ A M ) U * _ (fi( _ A M J

18

and u satisfies (4.12).
In order to show (4.13), we consider again the vectorfields re €

already defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We recall here that the vec-
torfields T, have the following properties:

r,(o) £ TO5 for v e S, Tt(v) = w(v) for ve dC,

(<•") Ik.llt-H) ^ c-
where e > 0 is a constant depending only on C, and

(4.17) T,(V) —• x««(v)w(v) potntwtac on 5.

Let us fix any open set Q1 CC Q and let <j> e L*(Q',R*) with 0(t,z) 6
ru((,r)C for a.e. (t, x) € Q'. In particular, we have that ^ € TUS and

(4.18) ^•u»(u)>0 a.e. on Q'nu~l{dC).

For every real number a we set a" := min{a, 0) and we define

Since 11$ has bounded derivatives in Uc, from (4.16) we get that for
sufficiently large k, 4>l G £J(Q'.R*) and |^ | < e|^|, where the constant
c depends only on C. Moreover, from (4.14), the continuity of r, and
Lebesgue's theorem we have that as k —» oo

Here we have used the fact that dns(u)$ — <j> a.e.on Q', since ^ £ TUS a.e.
on Q'. In addition, from (4.14), (4.16) and (4.17) we get that as t -+ 0,

', R*).

by (4.18). Combining with (4.15) we get

(4.19)

lim lim / (dt - AM)u* • aS\dMdt = f (d, - Aw)u • 4>dMdt.
t—*0 k~*oa JQ* jQt
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We notice that for every e, k it results 4>\ £ 2nou*C a.e. on Q\ and that
-{dt - AM)u* € NncUtC a.e. on R+ x M by (4.8) and Lemma A.2. Hence,
we infer that (6, - AM)ti* • #t > 0 a«- on Q', which together with (4.19)
implies

(4.20) / {dt - AM)u • 4>dMdt > 0.

Since # is tangent to C along u and <j> is arbitrary, from (4.20) we easily
get the conclusion of the proof of Proposition 4.4. D

We introduce now the parabolic distance on R+ x M by

6{(t,x), (*,!/)} - max{yj\t - a\, \x - y\,},

where \x-y\t denotes the distance between x and y with respect to metric
g on M. As in [4], Section 3, we have the following result.

Proposition 4.5: Let u : R.+ x M —> C be a map satisfying (j.S). If
there exists a closed subset E C R.+ x M, with locally finite m-dimtnsional
Hausdorff measure with respect to the parabolic metric 6, and such that

(4.21) u, V!u, 6> € L?«((R+ X A/)\E),

(4.22) (d, - AM)u e NVC a.e. on R t x M ,

then u is a global weak solution to (i-l).

Proof : The proof is similar to the last part of the proof of Theorem
3.1 in [4], Let Q CC R+ x M be any fixed domain. Given R > 0, let
{Pj = Pgjfatyjej be a covering of E n Q by parabolic cylinders PR^ZJ)
with « , - e S n Q, Rj < R and such that E,e/ R? < 2Hm(E C\Q;6), where
Hm(A\6) denotes the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure of A with respect
to metric *. Now we choose a cut-off function 6 e CJ°(R+ x M, JO, 1]) with
support in P3(0) and such that * = 1 on Pi(0), and we set
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Let 4> be any testing function satisfying the conditions in (4.5) and with
support in Q. From (4.21) and (4.22) we have

(4.23) 0 < / (d,u - AA,U) • <j> inf (1 - BAdMdt =

I S ° ' " T — ' <t>-Z— {'nf (! ~ •j)}<*M<fc-

As in [4| it can be proved that the third integral in (4.23) goes to zero as
H-tO. Noticing that infy6j(l - *,) -* 1 a.e. on Q, we obtain (4.5), and
Proposition 4.5 is proved. •

Now we can prove our main Theorem.

Theorem 4.6: Let uo : M — C be a map of class W'^fAfjR*) for
every p £ [l,+oo). Then there exists a global weak solution u : M —> C to
the evolution problem (4.l)-(4.£) with E(u(t,-)) < E(v0) and u,V2v,dtu e
Lfaa((R+ x Af)\E) for any p £ [l,oo), where the singular set £ is closed
and it has locally finite m-dimensional Hausdorff measure with respect to
the parabolic metric 6.

Moreover, as t —» oo suitably, a sequence u(t, •) converges weakly in
H1{M,'Rk] to a harmonic map u u : M -* C with energy E(ux) < E(u0).
Tht map !*„, M of class W(*f(Af\S») for any p G [l,oo), where £«> has
finite (m — 2) — dimensional Hausdorff measure.

Proof: As in [21J, Theorem 6.1, we define

£ = n0<jRim,n{,0iV^/,,{«o G R+ x M\ liminf j ek[uk)G^dMdt > ta)

where the set TR(zo) and the maps G,B and 4> are defined in the Appendix
B, and eo is a small positive number which will be determined in Lemma
B.I. The proof that E is closed and it has locally finite m-dimensional
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measure can be obtained as in [21], proof of Theorem 6.1. One needs only
to replace the energy e(u*) in [21] by the penalized energy et(u*), and the
monotonicity formula proved in [21] for the case M = Rm, by the estimates
given by Lemma B.I,

For every point z0 & £ there exists a radius Ro < min{t0, v^o/2} such
that for a subsequence u* it results

< £„.

By Lemma B.3 we have that there exists an open neighborhood Q of zo
such that the sequence et{u*) is bounded in L%t(Q). Hence, also kd(uk,C)
is bounded in LjK(Q) by Lemma B.2, and thus we can apply Proposition
4.4 to get that (4.12) and (4.13) hold in Q. Since ZQ is an arbitrary point
in R+ x A/\E, this shows that the assumptions of Proposition 4.5 are sat-
isfied, and hence u is a global weak solution to (4,l)-(4.2) in the sense of
Definition 4.1. In addition, we can use Lemma B.3 to prove that

(4.24) V u € L £ ( R + x A f \ £ ) ,

and hence by (4.21), Remark 4.2 and the parabolic regularity theory we
get dtu,u, V'u e if«(B-+ * Af\E).

This concludes the proof of the first part of the Theorem. The second
part can be obtained as in [4], proof of Theorem 1.5. We omit the details
of the proof. •

Appendix A

In this section we prove some results about tangential and normal vce-
torfielda. We start with some preliminary remarks on tangent and normal
cones to a manifold with boundary.

Lemma A.I : Let u be a point in C and r 6 R*. Then the following
statements are equivalent:

(i) T 6 TUC;

(iii) For every sequence („ —* 0 + , there exists a sequence rn —> T aueh
that u + c»Tn e C ;

(iv) For every sequence cn —* 0 + me have

(v) There exist sequences vn G C with vn -* u, and fn —* 0 + such that
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Proof: If C is replaced by 5 (and u e S\dS), or by dC (and u e dC),
the equivalence among (i) to (v) is obvious. For the same reason, the
conclusion of Lemma A.I is easily proved in the case u e C\9C. Let us
consider now the general caae u € C. The equivalence between (ii) and (iii),
and the implication (iv) =3- (v) are trivial. Now we prove that (i) ==> (iii).
Assume that rj^O. Prom T e TVC C TUS we get that for every sequence
(„ -> 0+ there exists a sequence rB —> r such that vn :— u + tnrn e S. If for
a subsequence we have that «„ e S\C (otherwise, (iii) is proved), then we
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first get that u e dC. Since w(u) is the inner unit normal vector to dC at
u relative to 5, and since vn = u + tnTn G S\C, we have that

On the other hand, we know that that r • u(u) > 0 since r € TUC. This
shows that T • VJ(U) = 0 which, together with r € TUS, implies that T €
TudC. It follows that there exists a sequence r'n such that r'n ~* T and
u + enr'n £ 9C C C, and (iii) is proved.

To prove that (iii) =S- (iv), fix a sequence („ -> 0+ and Bet an =
•±-(nc(u + enT)~ii}. By (iii) there exists a sequence rn -+ r with U+£,,TV, 6 C.
Thus,

limsup \an -T\ = limHUp —|IIc(u + enr) - v - tnr + tnrn - tnrn\

< limsup{—|nc(« + enr)
n->oo £„

< limsup(L
n » o o

- T\}

where L is the Lipschitz constant of He • This showa that on -+ r and
proves the implication.

For the implication (v) => (i), fix two sequences vn & C, vn -> u and
tn - . 0+, such that Tn := ^(vn - u) -+ r. This implies that r £ TU5, since

fn = u + «„!•„ = Us(u + tnrn) = « + ( „ / <OTi(tt + 3tnrn)Tnds
Jo

and hence

T = lim
1.-00 J

= lim /
»-*» Jo

€ TUS.

It remains only to prove that io(u) • T > 0 if ti € dC. Since vn -» u € 3C
and «„ £ C, we have

0 < liminfw(u)

and the Lemma is proved.
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Lemma A.2: For every u in a suitably small neighborhood of C we
have

u - n c u € JVnoUC.

Proof : Fix any point u such that ITcu is denned. For any fixed vector
T 6 TnoUC, by (iii) of Lemma A.I we can find a sequence an —* T with
Ilctt + JffB 6 C. Since

<\u- -
n

we have -jl^nl* > 2(u — IIcu) • on. Passing to the limit we finally get that
(« — Hcv) - T < 0, and Bince r is an arbitrary tangent vector to C at Ylcu,
the Lemma is proved. •

Lemma A.3: Let a € H1{M,C) be a given map. Then for every
sequence vn e Hl(M,C) with vn -t u and vH —t u in Hl, there exist a
subsequence of vn (also denoted by vn) and a TVF r to C along u such that

• T weakly in

Proof: Setting

we have vn -» u a.e. on M, Tn -* r ».e, on M, and rn —* r weakly
in ZT'fAf.R'), for a map r e ff^Af.R*) (up to subsequences). Setting
e» = ||fn — "llff'i en —* 0 + . the equivalence between (v) and (i) in Lemma
A.I leads to T(X) e ru(.)C a.e. x e M, i.e. r is a tangential vectorfield
along «.

Lemma A.4: Let u € Hl[M.C) and T e Hx (M,R*) n L " be a non-zero
tangential vectorfield to C along v. £e( cn —» 0+ 6< a given sequence. Then
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for n large, Hc(u -f- tnr) £ Hl[M,C) and n c(u + (BT) =fc u. In addition,

(i) nc(u + < B r )^u _ f .

,•„

Proof: Noticing that

4 - - 0,

from assumptions (2.4) and (2.5) we have that IIc(u + tnr) is well defined
and belongs to H1{M, C) for rt large enough. The fact that Ilc(u + tnr) ^ u
easily follows from (iv) of Lemma A.I and from the assumption r jf D. The
statement (ii) trivially follows from (i). To prove (i) we define

Using the implication (i) =*• (iv) in Lemma A.I, the Lipschitz continuity of
lie and Lebesgue's Theorem we get that vn —» r in L3(Af,H.*). In order
to complete the proof of (ii) we extend Jlgc to a C1 map ftflc on R* with
bounded derivatives, and we set

M\vn{x) = ».(*)}.

Notice that IIc(u + tnr) = IW(tt 4- <nr) - n»c(u + £»T) a.e. on M\An.
Since XIs is smooth, in iocal coordinates on M we have

)-^-)]dtf, a.e. on M.
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Since we have supposed that r 6 L°°(Af,R*), using Lebesgue's Theorem
and the assumption (2.4) on S we get that for every coordinate a = 1,..., m,

(A.I) dv± ^ dr_ .n £ j ( J y R t ) and ae Qn M

Here we have used

-p-
oxa

a.t. on M

which can be obtained by differentiating the identity dJls{u)T = r. Simi-
larly, we have

and

By the definition of set An and by Lemma A.4 in [X3] we get

(A.3) $£ a.e. on An

j£ a.e. on M\An,

and hence

(A.4) |£^2.| < |£^!1| + l^f^ ae on M

Since the right side of (A.4) converges in LJ(Af,R*), in order to get vn

in if1 it suffices to prove that

(A.5)
a.e. on M.

dxa dxa

Notice that for a.e. x € M there exists a subsequence tini (x) such that
for all nkt either x e ,4,,, and hence ^vnh(x) = -^wni(x), or i € M\Ank
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and hence
get

(A.6)

^x) by (A.3). In the first case, from (A.I) we

If we are in the second case, from IIc(u(x) + £nir(z)) € 3C we first get
that u{x) € dC. Moreover, from implication (i) =*• (iv) in Lemma A.I we
deduce that

that is T{X) € Ta[l)dC. Then from (A.2) and (A.3) we get again

(A.7) J_v ( l j = J_Zn { l) _ d
 r( j) .

Finally, since the limit of ^ u n , (i) does not depend on the subsequence
vnt and the point i is arbitrarily, we conclude (A.5) from (A.6) and (A.7).
The proof of Lemma A.4 is complete. D

The next proposition gives a variational characterisation of H'1 normal
vectorfields. We recall that for u € H1(M,C) the subdifferential of the
indicatrix function Ic at « is denned by

lirnsup (a, " ~-
-.u,«eH'tM,CJ) II" —

< 0}.

Proposition A.B: £e( u € /T'fAf.C) 6e a jiuen map. Then

d-Ic{u) = {ae H-\M,Rk)\ir is a NVF to C along u}.

Proof: For any u € H"1(M,Rk) we can find a sequence vn e
such that vn # u for every n, un -* u in Hl{M,'Rt) and
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I, := l im ((T, TT-!5 r-> = lim sup
n - « ^ ||t> UJ|' l(M

>̂-

By Lemma A.3 there exists a subsequence of vH and a TVF Tff to C such
that

This shows that there exists a tangential vectorfield TS £ Hl(M,R*) with
/„ = (ff, T) . In particular, if a is a NVF to C along u we immediately get
fff < 0, i.e. a e a-J c(u).

Conversely, if r is any non-itero TVF to C along u with r € Lx n
ff'fM.R*), then by Lemma A.4 (ii), there exists a sequence vn in / / ' (Af, C)
such that

It follows that for a fixed a 6 9~/ we have

0 > lim (a, •.. -«ir IMP • ;

and hence (a, r) < 0. Now, if r is any if'-tangential vectorfield, we can
define a sequence of tangential vectorfields TR € LTiHl(M,Rk) as in (3.6),
with TR -* T m H1 as R -* oo. Since (<r, TR) < 0 for every R > 0, we get in
the limit that <<r, r) < 0. Since T is an arbitrary TVF to C along u, we have
proved that <r is a NVF to C along u, and Proposition A.5 is completely
proved, a
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Appendix B

In this section we shall give some Lemmas for the solution u* to the
approximating equation (4.8).

We Bx a positive constant p smaller than the injectivity radius of M.
For any point p € M, the geodesic ball B,(p) is defined and diffeomorphic to
Euclidean ball Bf[0) C Rm via the exponential map. In normal coordinates
{xa} on Bf(p), the metric g on M is represented by a matrix (j,ij)i<(j<m
with g{0) = id. We may restrict u' to any such coordinate neighborhood,
and regard u* as a map on B.+ x Bf(0) satisfying (4.8).

We fix a cut-off function $ € Cg°(£,(O)) with 0 < <j> < 1 and such that
<j> = 1 in a neighborhood of 0. Given any t0 > 0, for every radius R <
m\n{p, V^/2}, we define the functions $(R) = *(o(fl) and *(fi) = *io(ff)
by

= R1

where zo = [to,O) and

4(t0 - t) ), « < to,

Similarly to the case dC = 0 we have the following result.

Lemma B.2: Let u* : R+ x B,(0) be a solution to (4.8), satisfying
(4.9). Then d,et(u*),AMe*(u*) S XL(H+ * #,(0)) and for sufficiently
large k we have that

(dt -

almost ivtryvihert on R+ x £,(0), where the constant e > 0 depends only
on M and C.

Proof: For simplicity of notation, we write u instead of u* and we set
Q = R+ x B,(0). From the equation (4.8) we infer that

(Bt - A M ) ^ - = Fa, a = l , ...,m

in the distributional sense, where

We have the following mono tonic ity inequalities, which can be proved as in
[4], proof of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma B.I: Then exists a constant c > 0 depending only on M and
C, such that for 0 < Rx < iZ2 < min{p, i/t^/2}, it results

Since Ilcr : Uc —* C is globally Lipschitz continuous, from (4.9) it easily
follows that Fa e If[Q) for every p e )l,oo). Hence, by local estimates for
linear parabolic equations we get that V'u,9 (Vu,Vu € Lfct{Q) for every
p € (1,00), and hence the first part of the Lemma follows immediately.

To conclude the proof, we first compare (4.6) with the equation (4.8) in
order to get that the following equalities hold a.e. on Q:
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and

2[t" xa axg

where the error term Rk is easily estimated by

1(B.I) |i!*| <- |V J u|*+ ce*(u) a.e. on Q,

for some constant c which depends only on M and C. Notice that for
d{u,C) <2S,

du

and hence, for sufficient large k, it results that

a.e. on Q, where

Setting

by well-known Theorems in Sobolev spaces (tee for example [13], Lemma
A.4), we easily get that
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)±{ i.e. on A,

t d .a, , rf -
dtt du

Using thiB remark we see that almost everywhere on A we have

< jd

where e > 0 is a positive constant depending only on M and S.
By the same way we have / < fcJ/2 d(u,C)J + cet{u)3 a.e. on Q\A,

and hence we can conclude

(B.3) on Q,

where e > 0 is a positive constant depending only on M and C. Inserting
(B.3) and (B.3) into (B.2), we immediately conclude the proof of Lemma
B.2. •

With minor modifications with respect to [4], and using Lemma B.2,
we get the following result, which is a fundamental step in the proof of the
main Theorem. We omit the details of the proof.
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Lemma B.3: There exists a constant 0 < ta < p, depending only on
M and C, such that if for some 0 < R < min(e0, y/to/2),

< £0

is satisfied, then

ck(u
k(t,x))<c(6R)~' if |t - and \x\ < 6R,

with constants c > 0 depending only on M and C, and S > 0 possibly
depending in addition on E{ua) and R.
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